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In the past decades, the societies of Europe
have come closer together. But what do people
know from each other? How to foster peace in
in times of war and crisis - by the people, by
the citizens?  
Knowledge of history opens the door to
understanding.  Europe's history is rich of
upheavals and new beginnings. The focus of
the project group is on transformations in the
past and lessons for Europe's future. 
The project group develops a learning
platform on various transformation processes. 
Approach: multi-perspective; European,
empowering competencies, micro and macro
perspectives

Idea



Aims

Target groups 

EMPOWERING adult educators to
include history topics in their
work.
EMPOWERING citizens to engage
with reflecting history.
Dialogue, multiperspectivity,
European dimension 

of different ages, incomes, qualification
levels, cultural backgrounds and social
milieus

I. ADULT EDUCATORS
II. CITIZENS



DE / FIN / GR / PL / RS / SP 

Partners 



WHAT?
Learning platform in seven languages,
content part, didactic part, forum



Transnat. Meetings,
Workshops 

HOW? 

Dissemination
through events,

among other things

Working out the
courses, feedback,

discussion, test

Multi-level learning 

Network on Historical-Political Education in Europe 



Website: www.moving-memories.eu

Learning platform: www.lp.moving-
memories.eu (09/2022)  

Contact: info@weltgewandt-ev.de
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Support and
Responsibility 

The European Commission's support for the production of
this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the
contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein. 
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